
From: Martina Paul <martina.paul@cie.co.at> 
Sent: Wednesday, 21 May 2014 22:27 
Subject: NCCL 1409: Admission of CIE as Scientific Associate of the ICSU 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
We have the pleasure to inform you that CIE was successfully admitted as Scientific Associate of the 
International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU). This gives CIE the formal international recognition 
as member of the global scientific community. To get further information, in case required, please visit 
the ICSU website www.icsu.org or do not hesitate to ask us! 
Meanwhile I remain with best wishes 
Martina Paul 
General Secretary 
 
 
 
From: Martina Paul <martina.paul@cie.co.at> 
Sent: Monday, 5 May 2014 05:45 
Subject: NCCL 1408: Message from the CIE President 
 
Dear All, 
It is with great regret that I inform you that the current CIE General Secretary, Martina Paul, will be 
leaving the Central Bureau. Through mutual agreement with the Board of Administration, Martina will 
remain an employee of CIE until the early months of 2015. She will then hand over to a newly 
appointed General Secretary, who will have time to become familiar with the role by the time that the 
new Board is established in Manchester at our 2015 Session. In this way we will have some continuity 
and will not change both the Board and the General Secretary at exactly the same time. 
We must now begin a search for a new General Secretary. A Personnel Committee has been 
established for this purpose, and will shortly be producing a job description against which we will be 
recruiting. We would appreciate assistance from all our National Committees in making the details of 
this position widely known, and alerting the Personnel Committee to appropriate candidates. Although 
the General Secretary must be based in Vienna when in post, we are open to applications from 
anywhere in the world. 
As Chair of the Personnel Committee I look forward to your assistance in filling this vital position for 
CIE. 
Best regards, 
Ann Webb 
 
 
 
From: Martina Paul <martina.paul@cie.co.at> 
Sent: Monday, 26 May 2014 18:55 
Subject: NCCL 1410: Letter of the General Secretary 
 
To the CIE National Committees 
Dear Colleagues, 
It has been now more than seven years that I have had the honour and the pleasure to serve CIE as 
its General Secretary. When I started in August 2007 I was given by your predecessors three main 
tasks, namely to : 
 

• Solve the organization's legal and tax situation (as CIE was not compliant with either) 
• Professionalize the operations of the Central Bureau 
• Increase the visibility of the organization. 
It was challenging and it was fun. To my point of view (and I would be happy to get any feedback on 
those from you!) these three major goals have been achieved. An objective that remains is to find a 
sustainable solution to the financial constraints under which the organization has been operating for 
many years, i.e. since 2006. 
We have tried out and invested into a training programme, installed a new conference format “Lighting 
Quality & Energy Efficiency” but our income streams still need attention. The foundation of the 
organization, the National Committees, do not currently cover the financial base funding the 



organization requires. This will be one of the challenges of a new team in the Board and a new 
General Secretary. 
Dear Colleagues, it is now time for me to ask you to accept that I plan to leave the employment of 
CIE. I assure you that I would wish to allow time for CIE to find a new General Secretary, and I do not 
intend to leave immediately. 
My personal circumstances have changed and I wish to move my life away from Vienna and take up 
new challenges. It is with regret that I realise this means leaving CIE, but having come to this 
conclusion it is only fair that my colleagues and friends should have ample warning of my intentions. 
I thank you very much for the welcoming and warm atmosphere, the cooperation extended and wish 
the organization with a new team all the success and luck it deserves. 
With my best wishes 
Martina Paul 
CIE General Secretary 
 


